New approaches related with the usage of spiders’ silks and their composites always take much interest for scientists working on interdisciplinary research fields. Natural insect engineering biomaterials may be used as biosuperlens in microscopes [1], acoustic materials in sound systems, and insulators in electrical devices [2] affected by temperature and humidity, beside of their main applications in textile and biomedical industries. Spider species and their different silk types are mainly cause of different nanoscale structure-property relations of these biomaterials [3]. In the present work, under the scope of our collaborative TUBITAK project, several spider species (Argiope lobata, Argiope bruennichi, Aculeperia ceropegia, Nephila clavipes, Cyrtophora citricola) living in Turkey and Taiwan, and their cocoons were focused as valuable species and rich nanostructured biosamples. SAXS, WAXS, EDXS and SEM methods were used to characterize the structures. The shape, size, distance distributions and electron densities of the nano aggregations in solid and gel forms of the silk samples were also carried out after the SAXS measurements by using SR at BL23A - NSRRC and a Laboratory type SAXS-WAXS (HECUS) system. Nanostructures were compared according to the spider species and the different parts of a complex cocoon structure including different silk forms. The figure shows Turkey and Taiwan originated two species (left-right) and SAXS profiles of the different parts of a cocoon. At the end of the work, the most valuable cocoon samples and the productive spider species were obtained for future domestication process and cocoon production to investigate temperature and humidity dependent electrical properties of these biomaterials for technological investigations. This work was supported by the Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey (TÜBİTAK, Grant No: KBAG 2142049).
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